T2 Flex® Managed Services
FOC US ON YO UR ST RAT EG I C G OA LS

T2 Flex Managed Services provides experienced and knowledgeable resources to help augment and complement
your existing parking and IT staff, improving both efficiency and accuracy, unmatched by other resources. By
leveraging T2 expertise, you can focus on your operations’ strategic goals rather than software maintenance and
execution.

KEY BENEFITS
Reduced Overhead
Decrease your need for internal, specialized, and
technical staff and replace temporary employees
with T2 staff during volume spikes.

Shorter Times to Resolutions
Utilize advanced scheduling prior to major operational
activities.

Services Tailored to Meet Your Needs
Choose the right level of services for your
organization.

Reduced Burden and Stress
T2 experts manage the most complex and time
consuming aspects of your operation.

OUR OFFERINGS
Time-Block Services
Prepaid blocks of service hours
allow you to work directly with a
T2 expert throughout the year on
items, both planned and unplanned.
This is perfect for smaller projects
and unexpected challenges.

Process Alignment
Through a one-time engagement
with a T2 expert you will be able
to complete that smaller project,
receive additional training, or
implement a policy change/Flex
alignment.

Operations Outsourcing
A dedicated T2 expert manages
and maintains your T2 Flex solution
under your direction and oversight. This expert will gain in-depth
knowledge of your unique business
processes and requirements as a
remote member of your team.

ABOUT T2 SYSTEMS
T2 Systems is the largest parking, mobility, and transportation provider in North America, with more than 25 years in the parking
industry and currently serving thousands of parking professionals. T2 integrates the best people, processes, and technology
to provide powerful, high performance, and secure parking solutions. Its open technology and processes are used to manage
more than 200 million parking transactions for over 2 billion dollars annually across all 50 states and ten provinces in Canada.
Customers rely on T2 for permit management, enforcement, PARCS, multi-space pay stations, and more.
To learn more about T2’s reliable and innovative parking technology solutions, visit T2systems.com.

